This paper addresses the problem of the detemzil/ation of regiam (f s/abiliry for linear systems \\'ith delayed inputs and subject to inpul saturation through anti-windllp strategies. Differently of the most t/nti-windup techniques, where the desigl/ of the anti-windllP loop is introduced lI'ith the objectil'e of minimizing the pelfor-/11al/ce degradatiOI/. we are particular/)' interested in the synthesis ()f allti-windup gains in order to guarantee the stability of the c1osed·loop systemfor regio/lS of admissible initial states as large as possible, With Ihis aill/, due to the presence of delay in the input
lntroduction
Consider the linear continuous-time delay system: J xU)=Ax(t)+Bu (t-r) 
ly(t)=Cx(t)
with the initial conditions (I) where x( t) e (R", u( t) e (Rm, y (t) e (RP are the state, the input and the measured output vectors, respectively. Matrices A, B and C are real constant matrices of appropriate dimensions.
Considering system (I), we assume that an nc-order dynamic output stabilizing compensator described by
i](t) =A c TJ(t) + Bcy(t)
v( t ) = C c TJ( t ) + D cY (t ) where TJ(t) e (R"< is the controller state, y(t) is the controller input, and v(t) is the controller output, has been determined. In fact, the control signal to be injected in the system is a saturated one, that is, 
u(t) = sat( v(t» =sat( Cc TJ(t) + D cCx(t»

. ,m as: sat(v(i)(t»=sign(v(i)(t»min(lv(i)(t)I,uo(i)
where UO(i»O denotes the control bound of the ith input. In order to mitigate the undesirable effects of windup caused by input saturation, an antiwindup term Ec(sat(v(t»-v(t» can be added to the controller [I] . Thus, considering the dynamic controller and this anti-windup strategy, the c1osed-loop system reads:
Let us now define the extended state vector
TJ(t)
and the following matrices of appropriate dimensions
Hence. the closed-Ioop system reads:
In Eg. (5) 
,,(O) +DcCCPx(O).
It is important to note that the c1osed-loop matrix A will be asymptotically stable if and only if matrices A and A c are asymptotically stable. Indeed, even if Ac has been chosen asymptotically stable, A may admit some unstable or not wished eigenvalues. In this case, we should study the stability of cJosed loop system (5) in a delay dependent context. System (5) is said globally asymptotically stable if for any initial condition satisfying 11 CP€llc";;; v with any finite v>O, the trajectories of system (5) converge asymptotically to the origino Similar to the case of delay-free (1'= O), the determination of a global stabilizing controller is possible only when some stability hypothesis are verified by the open-Ioop system (u(t)=O) [6] . When this hypothesis is not verified, it is only possible to achieve local stabilization. The basin of attraction of system (5) corresponds to aJl initial conditions CP€( O) e C~ such that the corresponding trajectories converge asymptotically to the origino Since the determination of the exact basin of attraction. is praclically impossible, a problem of interest is to' ensure the asymptotic stability for a set <1>0= {CP€e C~ ;11 cp.;II;,,;;; 8} (7) of admissible initial conditions 4J ç (f}) [7] . Of Since cI>-0 can be viewed as an estimate of the basin of attraction of the system (5), the implicit idea behind Problem 1 is to enlarge this basin over the choice of the anti-windup gain matrix Ec.
Throughout the paper, Problem 1 is addressed in the delay dependent context [5] . The measures and the criteria allowing to optimize the size of the region of stability of the closed-loop system, the tradeoff between this one and the delay magnitude will be discussed.
Maio Results
In this section, we present a theoretical result, based on the verification of a set of matrix inequalities, that alIows to compute an anti-windup gain Ec and an associated region of stability for the closed-Ioop system (5 
lllustrative Example aod Concluding Remarks
Consider the simple example borrowed from [3] in which the anti-windup problem is treated for T=O. System (1) is described by the following data: The open-loop system is unstable since A = 0.1 > O. Thus matrix A defined in Section 2 is also unstable, whereas matrix A + Ad is asymptotical1y stable:
Transactions 01 the ASME -.eLA DE ENGENHARIA IIBLIOTECA Table 1 shows the values of Ô resulting from the application of the algorithm presented in [2] for different values of 'T. It indicates that we obtain greater ô for small 'T. Note that the values of Ô, denoted ôlin , obtained for each value of 'T in the saturation avoidance casé (A=O, Ec=O, 1/1=0) are always smaller than those obtained in the saturation allowance case. We can also notice that, in the case Ec=O, the values of Ô, denoted ÔEc=O, obtained for each value of 'T, are lower than in the case Ec*O.
Furthermore, for 'T>0.5, it appears that the stability of the c1osed-Ioop system is only obtained in the linear case, that is the saturation is not allowed (1/1= O) and the anti-windup strategy is not used (Ec = O). Furthermore by searching the maximal vai ue of the delay for which the linear c1osed-Ioop system g( t) = Aç( t) + AdÇ(t -'T) is asymptotically stable one obtains: 'T max= 9.9989.
